Fast evaluation of multi-detector consistency for real-time gravitational wave searches
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Gravitational waves searches for compact binary mergers with LIGO and Virgo are presently a
two stage process. First, a gravitational wave signal is identified. Then, an exhaustive search over
signal parameters is performed. The identification stage must be efficient in order to maximize
the number of gravitational wave sources that are identified. Initial identification of gravitational
wave signals with LIGO and Virgo happens in real-time, which requires that less than one second
of computational time must be used for each second of gravitational wave data collected. In contrast, subsequent parameter estimation may require hundreds of hours of computational time to
analyze the same one second of gravitational wave data. The real-time identification requirement
necessitates efficient and often approximate methods for signal analysis. We describe one piece of a
real-time gravitational-wave identification algorithm: an efficient method for ascertaining a signal’s
consistency between multiple gravitational wave detectors. This technique was used in analyses of
Advanced LIGO’s second observing run and Advanced Virgo’s first observing run.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Advanced LIGO [1, 2] and Virgo [3] gravitational-wave
observatories have seen great success since the discovery
of gravitational waves in September 2015 [4]. With the
detection of gravitational waves from ten binary black
holes and one binary neutron star in just 170 days of
observing, gravitational wave detections are now happening at a rate of about two per month [5]. The rate
is expected to increase by more than an order of magnitude as the world-wide network of gravitational wave
detectors improve in sensitivity [6]. Furthermore, over
the next decade, the gravitational wave detector network
will grow to include KAGRA [7, 8] in Japan and LIGOIndia [9]. It is anticipated that real-time gravitational
wave searches will use data from the entire gravitational
wave detector network in order to increase the detection
rate and better localize the gravitational wave sources [6].
The current generation of interferometric gravitational
wave detectors measure only one of two possible gravitational wave polarizations h+ and h× . However, given
the detector orientation with respect to incoming signals,
they each measure a different linear combination of polarizations defined by a suitable Earth-centered coordinate
system. Furthermore, the response to the gravitational

wave signal changes as a function of the incident angle.
While the detector response function is broad, some incident angles produce no response in a given gravitational
wave detector. Thus, each detector’s response to a given
signal is a function of the location and polarization state
of a gravitational wave source [1, 3, 10]. Given a particular gravitational wave signal incident on Earth, it is
possible to predict precisely what the projection of the
signal will be on each gravitational wave detectors [11]. A
corollary of this is that only certain arrival times, phases
and amplitudes measured in a set of gravitational wave
detectors are consistent with a real gravitational wave
signal.
Typically, gravitational wave searches have relied on
one of several mechanisms for imposing consistency of
gravitational wave detection among a network of detectors. Each method has a varying degree of fidelity
traded against complexity or computational cost. The
ideal method requires explicitly evaluating the likelihood
of measuring the projected waveform in each detector
while sampling over physically reasonable prior distributions, e.g., isotropically distributed on the sky, using
Markov Chain Monte Carlo techniques [12]. This is the
method used in parameter estimation as the second stage
of gravitational wave astronomy. While regarded as the
most accurate assessment of consistency among gravita-
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tional wave detectors, the full likelihood evaluation has
the practical limitation of being a computationally costly
procedure. However, approximate methods have been
developed [13], that are used to e.g., quickly compute
the sky location of gravitational wave events. The approximate methods are orders of magnitude faster and
still extremely accurate. Nevertheless, the approximate
methods used to compute sky maps are not suitably fast
to use for the initial identification stage of gravitational
wave events.
Another widely adopted mechanism to ensure consistency between gravitational wave observatories is to form
a coherent combination of the detector data [14, 15] in
order to create a sky location dependent reconstruction
of the two gravitational wave polarizations. This technique typically uses a predefined grid of sky positions.
Coherence is used presently in searches for gravitational
wave bursts [16, 17] and triggered searches for gamma
ray bursts [18, 19] which only focus on specific time intervals and sky regions that overlap with known gamma
ray bursts.
The final mechanism involves searching each detector
data stream independently, triggering on potential signal
times by finding peaks in filter output over some time
interval, and then comparing the triggers between each
detector to see if they are consistent with a signal [20–
22]. The simplest implementations of this procedure impose that triggers occur within the gravitational wave
propagation time between detectors, but don’t otherwise
place constraints on the amplitude or phase measured in
each detector. However, not all gravitational-wave arrival
times are probable or even possible when considering a
network of gravitational wave detectors. Furthermore,
arrival times are strongly correlated with the measured
amplitude and phase of the gravitational wave signals.
Ignoring these effects means that one increases the background (false-positive rate) of a given gravitational-wave
search by considering unphysical gravitational wave signals.
Work to check consistency of the distribution of measured amplitude, time and phase of gravitational wave
triggers from a network of detectors has been explored
in several contexts. The early work used only onedimensional marginalized distributions for these parameters [23], which did not accurately describe the joint
probability for the network but was nevertheless demonstrably more effective than simply using coarse windows
in arrival time to define coincidences. A joint probability distribution of signal amplitudes for the LIGO and
Virgo network was developed for compact binary searches
in [24] and used during advanced LIGO’s first observing run, however time of arrival and phase parameters
were ignored. Explicitly constructing probabilities for
time, phase and amplitude for the two LIGO detectors
and using this information in ranking of candidate events
was explored in the second Advanced LIGO observing
run [25].
In this work, we present a method for accounting for

signal consistency in compact binary searches across a
network of gravitational wave detectors that is computationally efficient and will scale to the eventual 5 detector gravitational wave network. This is accomplished
through a factorization of the likelihood ratio (LR) ranking statistic first described in [24] and used in the analysis of candidates from the compact binary coalescence
search in the first observing run O1 [4, 22, 26–29] that
generalizes to multiple gravitational wave detectors, and
which takes into account the correlated trigger amplitudes, times and phases between multiple gravitational
wave observatories. While the main objective of this work
is to document a novel gravitational wave detection algorithm, it also serves as a reference for methods used
in LIGO and Virgo searches in Advanced LIGO’s second observing run and advanced Virgo’s first observing
run [5].
II.

THE LIKELIHOOD RATIO

In this section we describe the likelihood ratio (LR)
ranking statistic as implemented in the GstLAL inspiral
pipeline [22, 26, 30] with an emphasis on terms relevant
to this particular discussion. In brief, the GstLAL inspiral pipeline analyzes data from multiple gravitational
wave detectors with time-domain matched filtering [31]
over a collection of gravitational wave templates. First,
the peaks in each template filter output are identified for
each detector. Then, these peaks, which are called triggers, are combined to look for coincident triggers in the
gravitational wave network. If triggers from the same
template are within the gravitational wave propagation
time between observatories, the collection of triggers is
called a coincident event [32].
Coincident events are common and the vast majority
are not gravitational waves. This is due to the fact that
the threshold in each detector for identifying a trigger
is very low leading to potentially billions of triggers per
analysis and tens of millions found in coincidence. Therefore, we have to rank the collection of coincident events
from least to most probable of being a gravitational wave.
To do this, we explicitly evaluate the LR over the trigger parameters. We consider a LR ranking statistic for
gravitational-wave candidates defined as 1
L=

~ ~t | s )
~ ρ
P ( D~H , O,
~, ξ~2 , φ,
.
~
2
~ ~t | n )
~ ρ
P ( D~H , O,
~, ξ , φ,

(1)

Each vector of parameters is used to denote detector specific information. To be concrete we will assume that
LIGO Hanford, H, LIGO Livingston, L, and Virgo, V
are all in observing mode and being analyzed. However,
we note that the method described can be generalized to
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This only includes terms relevant to this paper.
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add more detectors. D~H is a vector of horizon distances
for each observatory D~H = {DH1 , DL1 , DV1 }, which accounts for how sensitive the detectors are at the time
~ is the set of detectors that observed
of the event. O
the event in coincidence. Since it is possible for a gravitational wave to not register in one or more detectors
~ will take on one of six possible values
above threshold, O
~
in this case: O ∈ {{H1, L1, V 1} , {H1, L1}, {H1, V 1},
{L1, V 1}, {H1}, {L1}, {V 1}}. ρ
~ is the vector individual signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) in each detector, e.g.,
ρ
~ = {ρH1 , ρL1 , ρV1 } and ξ~2 is the vector of ξ 2 -signalbased-veto values for each detector (described in [22]),
2
2
2
~ are the time
e.g., ξ~2 = {ξH1
, ξL1
, ξV1
}. Likewise, ~t and φ
and phases measured at each gravitational wave detec~ = {φH , φL , φV }.
tor [33], ~t = {tH , tL , tV } and φ
The independence between detectors for noise events
implies that the denominator of (1), P ( . . . | n ), factors
to the product of one-dimensional and two-dimensional
distributions and is therefore generally easy to estimate
and evaluate numerically. The numerator, P ( . . . | s ) is
not easily factorable. Reference [24] outlines the factor~ and ∆t
~ terms, though
ization of Eq. 1 without the ∆φ
we point out that it does include the joint distribution of
SNR. This form was used in the ranking of gravitationalwave candidates from the first observing run, O1, during which only the H1 and L1 advanced LIGO detectors
were operating [4, 28]. Here we extend the technique
used in [24] and propose the following factorization of
the numerator,
P ( . . . | s ) = P ( D~H | s )
~ | D~H , s )
× P(O

× P ( ξ~2 | ρ
~, s )
~ ~t | O,
~ D~H , s ),
× P(ρ
~, φ,

∝
~ ~t | O,
~ D~H , s ) ∼
P(ρ
~, φ,
−4
~ ∆t
~ eff , ∆φ,
~ | O,
~ s) × |ρ
P ( ∆D
~ | , (4)

where concretely for the H, L, V network
~ eff ≡ {dL /dH , dV /dH },
∆D
~ ≡ {tL − tH , tV − tH },
∆t

~ ≡ {φL − φH , φV − φH }.
∆φ

In interest of simplifying the subsequent notation, we de~ eff ,
fine a single vector of parameters that contains ∆D
~
~
∆t and ∆φ,
~λ ≡ {∆D
~
~ eff , ∆t,
~ ∆φ}.

(2)

where we assume that the distribution of the ξ~2 -signal~ and ~t but not ρ
based-veto values are independent of φ
~.
In this work we are concerned with an approximation
~ ~t | O,
~ D~H , s ), which accounts
to the final term: P ( ρ
~, φ,
for the amplitude, time, and phase measured in each
gravitational wave detector. We begin by isolating an
overall term that scales with the detector network SNR,
|ρ
~ |, to the negative fourth power [34] so that
~ ~t | O,
~ D~H , s ) ≈
P(ρ
~, φ,

−4
~ ~t | O,
~ D~H , s ) × | ρ
P(ρ
~/ | ρ
~ | , φ,
~|

~ ~t | O,
~ D~H , s ) when the network SNR is
the P ( ρ
~/ | ρ
~ | , φ,
about 10.
Next, we note that the absolute time and phase of the
signal is arbitrary. Assuming isotropically distributed
gravitational waves, the distribution of time and phase
at a given detector is uniform. However, the relative
times and phases between detectors make up a nontrivial correlated probability density function. This suggests
that we can reduce the dimensionality by computing parameters relative to a fiducial instrument either by difference or ratio. We pick the first instrument in alphabetical order (denoted with 0 subscript). Furthermore, since
~ ~t | O,
~ D~H , s ) is conditional on the detector
P(ρ
~/ | ρ
~ | , φ,
horizon distances, we can evaluate the effective distances,
D~eff [33] instead of ρ
~. The advantage to switching to effective distances, is that the distribution of effective distance ratios is constant. Thus we have,

(3)

This approximation ignores the fact that the accuracy of
~ and ~t depend on the SNR, ρ
the measured φ
~. In other
words, at low SNR the distribution of time and phase
is broad and at high SNR it is narrow. However, since
it is most critical for the detection process to catch signals that are near threshold, we assume that the uncer~ take on values consistent with a nettainty in ~t and φ
work SNR ∼ 10 signal Our goal is to adequately describe

(5)

In order to construct the distribution of these parameters for a signal, we assert that gravitational waves
have a uniform distribution in Earth-based coordinates:
right ascension α, declination cos(δ), inclination angle
cos(ι), and polarization angle ψ. We lay down a uniform,
densely sampled grid in {α, cos(δ), cos(ι), ψ} and further
assert that any signal should “exactly” land on one of the
grid points. We transform that regularly-spaced grid into
a grid of irregularly spaced points in ~λ, which we denote
as ~λmi for the ith model vector. We consider that the
only mechanism to push a signal away from one of these
exact ith grid points is Gaussian noise. Furthermore we
assume the probability distribution is of the form:
~ s, ~λmi ) =
P ( ~λ | O,
p


1 ~ T ~
Σ
exp − ∆λi ∆λi , (6)
2
Σ|
(2π)k |Σ
1



~ i ≡ ~λ − ~λmi . We make a further simplifying
where ∆λ
assumption that the the covariance matrix Σ is constant
and diagonal. This is not a very good approximation
for highly significant triggers, however, the goal of this
work is to improve efficiency of detecting near threshold
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triggers, since significant triggers are likely to be identified easily anyway. Thus, we choose a Σ tuned for near
threshold triggers. Relaxing the assumption of a diagonal covariance matrix is future work and will likely make
the approximation better. For the present work we will
replace Σ with σ 2 to denote its diagonal status.
Next we will define a rescaled set of coordinates ~x ≡
~λ/σ
~ i ≡ (~λ −
σ , and similarly ~xmi ≡ ~λmi /σ
σ such that ∆x
~λmi )/σ
σ . Furthermore, for brevity we will drop any overall
normalizations giving,


1 ~ 2
~
~
~
(7)
P ( λ | O, s, λmi ) ∝ exp − ∆xi .
2
Then we assert that
~ s) ∝
P ( ~λ | O,

X

∝

X

=

X

i

i

i



~ s, ~λmi )P ~λmi
P ( ~λ | O,
~ s, ~λmi )
P ( ~λ | O,


1 ~ 2
exp − ∆xi ,
2

(8)

(9)

~ 0 refers to the distance between the candidate
where ∆x
parameter and the nearest-neighbor grid point, and g0i is
the distance between the ith grid point and the nearest
neighbor grid point. In this case we can simplify the
marginalization step with a precomputation since


1 ~ 2
~
~
P ( λ | O, s ) ≈ exp − ∆x0
2


X
1 2
×
exp − g0i .
(10)
2
i
The entire sum over i can be precomputed and stored.
In order for this endeavor to be successful, we still need
a fast way to find the nearest neighbor. We use SciPy
KDTree to accomplish this [35]. Fig. 1 shows an example probability density function for time delays and phase
differences between LIGO Hanford and Virgo computed
from the above method with a comparison shown from
a direct Monte Carlo. We note that each evaluation of
(10) required less than a millisecond to compute on a
modern CPU. Thus, this method is suitable for evaluating hundreds of candidates per second per CPU core in
real-time.

RESULTS

To assess the effect of the procedure described in II,
we conducted a simulation of synthetic signals and nonstationary noise in order to produce a Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC) curve. We constructed synthetic signal and noise models. For the signal model,
we assumed sources uniform in the volume of space and
isotropically oriented. We constructed 100000 such signals and calculated their corresponding SNRs, arrival
times, and phases in the LIGO Hanford and LIGO Livingston detectors using the LAL Simulation package [36].
For noise, we constructed 1 × 105 simulated glitches with
SNRs that were independent in each of the LIGO Hanford and LIGO Livingston detectors given by an exponential distribution
P (ρH , ρL ) =

where the second line holds by construction since p(~λmi )
does not depend on i as they were chosen uniform in
prior signal probability. Computing probability (8) in
real-time for each gravitational wave candidate is not feasible since the grid might have millions of points. Therefore, we make another simplifying assumption: we assume that the noise only adds a contribution which is
orthogonal to the hyper-surface defined by the signal. In
other words, we assume that noise cannot push a signal from one grid point towards another along the signal
hyper-surface which implies,
~ 2 ≈ ∆x
~ 2 + g2 ,
∆x
i
0
0i

III.

1
ρH 1
ρL
exp(−
) exp(− ),
6
6 6
6

(11)

where we placed an additional constraint that we only
kept samples which had both ρH ≥ 4 and ρL ≥ 4. We
chose arrival time differences that were uniform within
the GW travel time between the two detectors and phase
differences that were uniform between 0 and 2π.
Figure 2 shows the ROC curves for three cases: the
SNR-only terms in the LR, which was used in initial advanced LIGO searches [4, 27, 28] (green); a previous implementation of time and phase consistency used for subsequent gravitational wave searches [26, 37–40] terms (orange); and finally the current implementation used in the
production of the GWTC-1 gravitational wave catalog [5]
(blue). Here we see that even in the two-detector situation, the implementation described in this work achieves
an improvement.
IV.

CONCLUSION

We have demonstrated a computationally efficient
likelihood ratio statistic for use in gravitational wave
searches for compact binary systems with LIGO and
Virgo. The work here specifically presents a way to assess the probability that a given set of measurements independently made at each observatory in a worldwide
network of observatories is consistent with a signal. This
is useful for real-time identification of candidates where
the latency of the computation is critical and the overall
computational scale cannot be too large. Our method
allows for computing the likelihood ratio for hundreds
of candidates per second on a single modern CPU core.
This method was used to produce results for advanced
LIGO’s second observing run and Advanced Virgo’s first
observing run with the GstLAL pipeline.
We note that this work could be improved by relaxing the condition that the covariance matrix is diagonal
~
~ eff , ∆t,
~ ∆φ}.
for {∆D
A better approximation will exploit
the correlations between time and phase uncertainty and
should make the method more efficient.
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FIG. 1. Example probability density function for the difference in gravitational wave arrival time and phase between LIGO
Hanford and Virgo. Here we fix the horizon distances between the two detectors to be similar and show a slice of the probability
density function where the SNR ratios are close to 1. The full two dimensional distribution (lower left) was computed using
the method described in section II. The top and bottom right bar plots use the data from the two dimensional distribution
marginalized over phase and time respectively. For comparison, we computed the marginal distributions via a direct Monte
Carlo method to obtain the orange traces. The agreement is excellent, however, we note that the same error assumptions were
used in the Monte Carlo method and that changing the assumptions about the covariance matrix will lead to poorer agreement.
Improving the covariance matrix approximation is future work.
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FIG. 2. ROC curve showing performance of the signal consistency check from the simulation described in III. The ROC
curve plots the fraction of simulated events found above a
given threshold of LR vs the fraction of noise found above
that threshold. The black diagonal line would indicate that
the method is not helpful at discriminating signals from noise.
The green curve shows the likelihood ratio including only the
amplitude consistency terms (~
ρ), which was used in the first
advanced LIGO observing run [24]. The orange curve shows
~ terms used in the beginning of ad~ and ∆φ
the inclusion of ∆t
vanced LIGO’s second observing run [26] and the blue curve
shows the method described in II used to produce results for
advanced LIGO’s second observing run and Advanced Virgo’s
first observing run [5].

